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Abstract.
We suggest a direct algorithm for searching the Lax pairs for nonlinear integrable
equations. It is effective for both continuous and discrete models. The first operator
of the Lax pair corresponding to a given nonlinear equation is found immediately,
coinciding with the linearization of the considered nonlinear equation. The second
one is obtained as an invariant manifold to the linearized equation. A surprisingly
simple relation between the second operator of the Lax pair and the recursion operator
is discussed: the recursion operator can immediately be found from the Lax pair.
Examples considered in the article are convincing evidence that the found Lax pairs
differ from the classical ones. The examples also show that the suggested objects are
true Lax pairs which allow the construction of infinite series of conservation laws and
hierarchies of higher symmetries. In the case of the hyperbolic type partial differential
equation our algorithm is slightly modified; in order to construct the Lax pairs from
the invariant manifolds we use the cutting off conditions for the corresponding infinite
Laplace sequence. The efficiency of the method is illustrated by application to some
equations given in the Svinolupov-Sokolov classification list for which the Lax pairs
and the recursion operators have not been found earlier.
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1. Introduction
In the present article we suggest an algorithm for constructing the Lax pairs for nonlinear
integrable models. Our scheme is based on the symmetry approach. Let us explain the
algorithm with the evolutionary type PDE of the form
ut = f(x, t, u, u1, u2, ..., uk), uj =
∂ju
∂xj
. (1.1)
Recall that equation
uτ = g(x, t, u, u1, u2, ..., um) (1.2)
is called a symmetry for the equation (1.1) if function g satisfies the following differential
equation (
Dt − ∂f
∂u
− ∂f
∂u1
Dx − ...− ∂f
∂uk
Dkx
)
g = 0 (1.3)
where Dt and Dx are the operators of the total derivatives with respect to t and x
correspondingly. Note that equation (1.3) is overdetermined and for any fixed value of
m one can effectively find all of its solutions of the form g = g(x, t, u, u1, u2, ..., um) (see
[1]).
An ordinary differential equation
um = G(x, t, u, u1, u2, ..., um−1) (1.4)
defines an invariant manifold for (1.1) if the following condition is satisfied
DtG−Dmx f |(1.1), (1.4) = 0. (1.5)
Here DtG is evaluated by means of the equation (1.1) and all the x-derivatives of the
order greater than m − 1 are expressed due to the equation (1.4) and its differential
consequences. Equation (1.5) generates a PDE with unknown G admitting a large class
of solutions. However it is a hard problem to find these solutions since the equation is
not overdetermined. Some of the invariant manifolds to (1.1) can be found from the
stationary part of the symmetry (1.2) by taking g(x, t, u, u1, ..., um) = 0.
We now concentrate on the linearization of the equation (1.1) around its arbitrary
solution u = u(x, t) :
vt − ∂f
∂u
v − ∂f
∂u1
v1 − . . .− ∂f
∂uk
vk = 0. (1.6)
Actually (1.6) defines a family of differential equations, depending on u. The important
fact that u ranges the whole set of the solutions to (1.1) is formalized in the following way.
We assume that in addition to the natural independent dynamical variables v, v1, v2, ...
the variables u, u1, u2, ... are also considered as independent ones.
Let us find the invariant manifold of the form
vm =
m−1∑
j=0
a(j)vj , v = v0, (1.7)
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to the equation (1.6). This means that the condition
Dt
(
m−1∑
j=0
a(j)vj
)
−Dmx
(
k∑
j=0
∂f
∂u
vj
)
|(1.1), (1.6), (1.7) = 0 (1.8)
holds identically for all values of u, u1, u2, . . . . Here we assume that ∀j function
a(j) depends on x, t and a finite number of the dynamical variables u, u1, u2, .... In
(1.8) the variables ut, uxt, uxxt, ... are expressed by means of the equation (1.1) and
the variables vt, v1,t ,..., vm−1,t are exresssed due to (1.6). Equation (1.8) splits
down into a system of m partial differential equations with the unknown functions
a(0), a(1), . . . , a(m− 1), coefficients of the decomposition (1.7). Due to the presence of
the additional dynamical variables u, u1, u2, ... the system is overdetermined and hence
can effectively be investigated. Actually, equation (1.7) defines a bundle of the manifolds
depending on infinite set of the variables u, u1, u2, .... Suppose that such an invariant
manifold is found. Then we can interpret a pair of the equations (1.6), (1.7) as the Lax
pair to the equation (1.1). In the examples the order k of the equation (1.1) and the
order m of the equation (1.7) coincide.
As an illustrative example we consider the well known KdV equation
ut = u3 + uu1. (1.9)
Linearized equation
vt = v3 + uv1 + u1v (1.10)
obtained by virtue of the rule (1.6) admits the third order invariant manifold defined
by the equation
v3 =
u2
u1
v2 −
(
2
3
u+ λ
)
v1 +
((
2
3
u+ λ
)
u2
u1
− u1
)
v. (1.11)
It is easily checked that equations (1.10) and (1.11) are consistent if and only if
the function u = u(x, t) satisfies the equation (1.9). Therefore these equations
constitute the Lax pair to the KdV equation. It differs from the usual one found
earlier in [2]. Stress that there is no any second order invariant manifold of the form
v2 = a(u, u1, u2)v1 + b(u, u1, u2)v for the equation (1.10). But there is a first order one
v1 =
u2
u1
v which however does not contain λ and therefore does not generate any true
Lax pair.
Recursion operator is an important attribute of the integrability theory. It gives
a compact description for the hierarchies of both symmetries and conservation laws.
Various methods for studying the recursion operators can be found in literature (see,
for instance [3]-[11] and the references therein).
We observe that invariant manifold for the linearized equation is closely connected
with the recursion operator for the original equation. Indeed examples in §6 show that
equation defining the invariant manifold, which provides the second operator of the Lax
pair, can be rewritten as a formal eigenvalue problem of the form
Rv = λv
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for the recursion operator R. For instance, equation (1.11) is easily rewritten as (see
§6)
(D2x +
2
3
u+
1
3
uxD
−1
x )v = λv
where the operator at the l.h.s. is nothing else but the recursion operator for the KdV
hierarchy.
Therefore our scheme of constructing the Lax pairs provides an alternative tool
for searching the recursion operator. On the other hand side when the recursion
operator is known the invariant manifold and hence the Lax pair can be found by simple
manipulations (see §6). At this point we have an intersection with the pioneering articles
[1], where nonstandard Lax pairs are given for some of the KdV type equations in terms
of the recursion operators. However these Lax pairs differ from those found within our
scheme since they are nonlocal and do not contain any spectral parameter.
There is a great variety of approaches for searching the Lax pairs from the Zakharov-
Shabat dressing [12, 13] and prolongation structures by Wahlquist and Estabrook [14] to
3D consistency approach developed in [15]-[17]. We mention also approaches proposed
in [18, 19, 1]. An advantage of our scheme is that it can be applied to any integrable
model (at least in 1+1 -dimensional case), the first of the operators is easily found and
the second is effectively computed. They allow finding the conservation laws, higher
symmetries and invariant surfaces for the corresponding nonlinear equation. The found
Lax pairs are more complicated since they are based on the differential operators of the
orders greater than usual ones. This is their disadvantage. The question remains open
whether the Lax pairs of this kind allow to find any new solution for the well studied
models.
In the case of the hyperbolic type integrable equations the algorithm should be
slightly modified. Let us explain it with the example of the sine-Gordon equation
uxy = sin u. (1.12)
Let us find the simplest but nontrivial, i.e. depending on a parameter, invariant manifold
for the linearized equation
vxy = (cosu)v. (1.13)
It is the three dimensional surface in the space of the dynamical variables
v, vx, vy, vxx, vyy, ... defined by the following two linear equations, with the coefficients,
depending on the field variable u(x, t) and its derivatives
vyy − uy(cot u)vy + λ uy
sin u
vx − λv = 0, (1.14)
vxx − ux(cotu)vx + λ−1 ux
sin u
vy − λ−1v = 0. (1.15)
Here λ is a complex parameter. Note that equations (1.14), (1.15) are not independent.
One of them is immediately found from the other by differentiation by means of the
equations (1.12), (1.13). A triple of the equations (1.13)-(1.15) can be rewritten (see
the end of §3) as a pair of the systems of ordinary differential equations providing the Lax
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pair realized in 3 × 3 matrices. The method for deriving the Lax pair from the triple
(1.13)-(1.15) is based on constructing the infinite Laplace cascade for the linearized
equation (1.13) and obtaining the finite reduction of the cascade.
Let us give a brief comment on the structure of the article. In §§2,3 we discuss the
well-known Laplace cascade for linear and nonlinear hyperbolic type equations. In §3
also the problem of finding finite reductions of the infinite Laplace sequence is studied.
The Lax pair to the sine-Gordon equation is derived from the Laplace cascade. In §4 the
definition of the invariant manifold for the hyperbolic type equations is recalled. The
Lax pair is construted via invariant manifolds for hyperbolic equation (4.12) found
in [20]. In §5 the Lax pairs are constructed by evaluating invariant manifolds for
the evolutionary type integrable equations. Beside the explanatory examples here we
consider two equations (5.19) and (5.20) found in [21] as equations possessing infinite
hierarchies of conserved quantities. To the best of our knowledge the Lax pairs for the
equations (4.12), (5.19) and (5.20) have never been found before. In §6 we illustrate
applications of the newly found Lax pairs. The Lax pair obtained in the previous sections
is used to construct conservation laws for a Volterra type chain. We also show that the
second operators of our Lax pairs are closely connected with the recursion operators
for the associated nonlinear equations. In Appendix we give all of the computational
details appeared when we evaluated the invariant manifold for the linearization of the
sine-Gordon equation.
2. Laplace cascade for the linear hyperbolic type equations
Let us recall the main steps of the Laplace cascade method (see [22], [23]). Consider a
linear second order hyperbolic type PDE of the form
vxy + a(x, y)vx + b(x, y)vy + c(x, y)v = 0. (2.1)
It can easily be checked that functions
h[0] = ax + ab− c, k[0] = by + ab− c (2.2)
do not change under the linear transformation v → λ(x, y)v with arbitrary smooth
factors λ(x, y) applied to equation (2.1). They are called the Laplace invariants for
(2.1).
We rewrite equation (2.1) as a system of two equations:(
∂
∂y
+ a
)
v = v[1],
(
∂
∂x
+ b
)
v[1] = h[0]v. (2.3)
When the invariant h[0] does not vanish then one can exclude v from (2.3) and
obtain a linear PDE for v[1]
v[1]xy + a[1]v[1]x + b[1]v[1]y + c[1]v[1] = 0 (2.4)
where the coefficients are evaluated as follows
a[1] = a− ∂
∂y
log(h[0]), b[1] = b, c[1] = a[1]b[1] + b[1]y − h[0]. (2.5)
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Thus we define a transformation of the equation (2.1) into the equation (2.4). This
transformation is called the Laplace y-transformation. Iterations of the transformation
generate a sequence of the equations
v[i]xy + a[i]v[i]x + b[i]v[i]y + c[i]v[i] = 0 (2.6)
for i ≥ 1 where the coefficients are given by
a[i] = a[i−1]− ∂
∂y
log(h[i−1]), b[i] = b[i−1], c[i] = a[i]b[i]+ b[i]y−h[i−1].(2.7)
Here we assume that a[0] = a, b[0] = b, c[0] = c. Eigenfunctions v[i] are related by the
equations (
∂
∂y
+ a[i]
)
v[i] = v[i+1],
(
∂
∂x
+ b[i]
)
v[i+1] = h[i]v[i]. (2.8)
Due to the relation c[i] =
∂
∂x
a[i] + a[i]b[i] − h[i] system (2.7) is rewritten as
a[i] = a[i−1] − ∂
∂y
log(h[i−1]), h[i] = h[i−1] + a[i]x − b[i]y, b[i] = b. (2.9)
Reasonings above define the functions a[i], b[i], h[i] only for i ≥ 1. However they can be
prolonged for i ≤ 0 by virtue of the same formulas rewritten as follows
h[i−1] = h[i] − a[i]x − by, a[i−1] = a[i] + ∂
∂y
log(h[i−1]), b[i−1] = b[i]. (2.10)
Summarising the computations above we get a dynamical system of the form
∂
∂y
log(h[i]) = a[i] − a[i+1], a[i]x = h[i] − h[i−1] + by, b[i] = b, (2.11)
which is reduced to the well-known Toda lattice
∂
∂y
log(h[i]) = p[i] − p[i+1], p[i]x = h[i] − h[i−1], (2.12)
where p[i] = a[i] − b˜ and b˜x = by.
Define two linear operators
Li = Dy + a[i] −D[i], Mi = Dx + b[i−1] − h[i−1]D−1i , (2.13)
where Dx, Dy are the operators of differentiation with respect to x, y correspondingly
and Di is the shift operator acting as follows Dia[i] = a[i+1], Dih[i] = h[i+1], etc. We
summarize all the reasonings above as a statement.
Proposition 1. The operators Li,Mi commute for all i iff their coefficients satisfy
the system (2.9).
Corollary. Equations (2.8) constitute the Lax pair for the system (2.11).
The Laplace x-transformation can be interpreted in a similar way.
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3. Laplace cascade for the nonlinear hyperbolic type equations.
Formal Lax pairs
Let us explain how the Laplace cascade is adopted to nonlinear case [23] (see also [24]).
Consider a second order nonlinear hyperbolic type PDE
uxy = F (x, y, u, ux, uy). (3.1)
Its linearization around a solution u(x, y) derived by substituting u = u(x, y, ε) =
u(x, y, 0) + εv(x, y) + . . . with v(x, y) =
∂u(x, y, ε)
∂ε
|ε=0 into (3.1) is an equation of the
form
vxy + avx + bvy + cv = 0 (3.2)
where the coefficients a = −∂F/∂ux, b = −∂F/∂uy , c = −∂F/∂u depend explicitly on
the independent variables x, y and the dynamical variables u, ux, uy. Let us assign
the Laplace sequence (2.8)-(2.11) to the linearized equation (3.2). However now instead
of the operators ∂/∂x, ∂/∂y in (2.8)-(2.11) we use the operators Dx, Dy of the total
differentiation with respect to x, and y. Denote through ui, u¯i, i = 0, 1, . . . the i-th
order derivatives of the variable u with respect to x and y correspondingly
Dixu = ui, D
i
yu = u¯i. (3.3)
Evidently we have explicit expressions for the operators Dx, Dy acting on the class of
smooth functions of x, y and a finite number of the dynamical variables ui, u¯i
Dx =
∂
∂x
+
∞∑
i=0
ui+1
∂
∂ui
+
∞∑
i=1
Di−1y (F )
∂
∂u¯i
, (3.4)
Dy =
∂
∂y
+
∞∑
i=0
u¯i+1
∂
∂u¯i
+
∞∑
i=1
Di−1x (F )
∂
∂ui
. (3.5)
The Laplace invariants corresponding to the equation (3.2) are evaluated as
h[0] = Dx(a) + ab− c, k[0] = Dy(b) + ab− c. (3.6)
The linear system (2.8) in this case converts into
(Dy + a[i])v[i] = v[i+1], (Dx + b[i])v[i+1] = h[i]v[i]. (3.7)
The coefficients a[i], b[i], h[i] are evaluated due to the equations
Dy(log(h[i])) = a[i] − a[i+1], Dx(a[i]) = h[i] − h[i−1] +Dy(b),
b[i] = b, a[0] = a.
(3.8)
All of the mixed derivatives uxy, uxxy, . . . are replaced by means of the equation (3.1)
and its differential consequences.
Infinite-dimensional system (3.7) defines a sequence of the linear operators
Li = Dy + a[i] −Di, Mi = Dx + b[i−1] − h[i−1]D−1i , (3.9)
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satisfying the commutativity conditions
∀i [Li,Mi] = 0. (3.10)
Thus one can define a pair of commuting operators Li, Mi depending on an integer
parameter i for an arbitrarily chosen equation (3.1). Roughly speaking the sequence
of the commuting operators (3.9), (3.10) recovers equation (3.1). Hence system (3.7)
defines a (formal) Lax pair for the arbitrary (generally non-integrable) equation (3.1). It
is not very surprising since for non-integrable case system (3.7) is of infinite dimension.
However as it is approved below by several examples for the integrable case the system
is either finite (Liouville type equations) or admits a finite dimensional reduction (sine-
Gordon type equations).
Example 1. As an illustrative example of the non-integrable equation with the
infinite dimensional Lax pair consider the equation
uxy = u
2. (3.11)
For its linearization
vxy = 2uv (3.12)
we have a[0] = b[0] = 0, h[0] = h[−1] = 2u, a[1] = −uyu , h[1] = u + uxuyu2 . One can find
all of the coefficients a[j], h[j] due to the equations (3.8) as functions of the dynamical
variables and therefore define completely the system (3.7). Now go back, suppose that
the system evaluated above is consistent and show that its consistency defines uniquely
equation (3.11). Indeed the consistency of (3.7) implies Dx(a[1]) = h[1] − h[0] equivalent
to (−uy
u
)x =
uxuy
u2
− u which gives (3.11).
Example 2. As an example with the finite system (3.7) we take the Liouville
equation
uxy = e
u (3.13)
for which h[0] = h[−1] = e
u and h[1] = h[−2] = 0. For i > 1 and i < −2 the Laplace
invariants h[i] are not defined. The coefficient a[i] is defined only for the following three
values of i : a[1] = −uy, a[0] = 0, a[−1] = uy. Evidently b[0] = 0. System (3.7) for the
equation (3.13) contains only seven equations
(Dy − uy)v[1] = v[2], Dxv[2] = h[1]v[1]
Dyv[0] = v[1], Dxv[1] = h[0]v[0]
(Dy + uy)v[−1] = v[0], Dxv[0] = h[−1]v[−1]
Dxv[−1] = h[−2]v[−2]
There is a freedom in choosing of v[2], v[−2]. Put them equal to zero. Then the
obtained system gives the Lax pair for (3.13)
Ψx = AΨ, Ψy = BΨ,
where Ψ = (v[1], v[0], v[−1])
T and
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A =

 0 e
u 0
0 0 eu
0 0 0

 , B =

 uy 0 01 0 0
0 1 −uy

 .
Remark that there are some degenerate cases where the commutativity condition of
the operators (3.9) defines not exactly the initial equation (3.1) but some other equation
connected with (3.1) by a Miura type transformation. Illustrate it with the following
example.
Example 3. Consider the equation
uxy = e
u+ux . (3.14)
The coefficients of its linearization
vxy = e
r(v + vx) (3.15)
depend on r = u+ux. Thus the commutativity condition of the operators (3.9) assigned
to (3.14) implies the equation rxy = e
r + rrx , connected with (3.14) by a very simple
Miura type transformation ux + u = r.
3.1. A more symmetrical form of the Laplace sequence
Let us change the dependent variables in the system (3.7) to make formulas more
symmetrical. Introduce new dependent variables w[i], i ∈ (−∞,∞) in such a way
that w[i] = v[i] for i ≥ 0 and w[i] = h[−1]h[−2]...h[i]v[i] for i ≤ −1.
Then the set of equations (3.7), (3.8) is changed to the form below, where i ≥ 0 :
(Dy + a[i])w[i] = w[i+1], (Dx + b[0])w[i+1] = h[i]w[i],
Dy(log(h[i])) = a[i] − a[i+1], Dx(a[i]) = h[i] − h[i−1] +Dy(b[0]),
(Dx + bˆ[−i])w[−i] = w[−i−1], (Dy + a[0])w[−i−1] = h[−i−1]w[−i],
bˆ[−i−1] = bˆ[−i] −Dx(log(h[−i−1])), bˆ[0] = b[0]
(3.16)
3.2. Sine-Gordon equation
More than two decades ago an important property of the Laplace invariants of the
Liouville type integrable equations has been observed [24], [25]. It was proved that
the hyperbolic equation (3.1) is an integrable equation of the Liouville type if and
only if the set of its Laplace invariants is terminated on both sides. Mention also
recent results obtained in [26]. The problem of describing the properties of the Laplace
invariants characterizing the sine-Gordon type integrable PDE is discussed in [27]. Our
investigation convinces that a connection between the sine-Gordon type equations and
the Laplace cascade is clearly formulated in terms of the cascade eigenfunctions. Let us
explain our observation with an example.
We consider the sine-Gordon equation
uxy = sin u. (3.17)
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It can be shown that the Laplace invariants h[i] for the linearized equation
vxy = (cosu)v (3.18)
do not vanish identically for any integer i. Thus system (3.7) provides an infinite-
dimensional Lax pair for (3.17). Below we show that for this case (3.7) admits a
finite-dimensional reduction. Bring (3.7) to the symmetric form (3.16).
Proposition 2. The system (3.16) corresponding to the sine-Gordon equation
(3.17) with w[0] = v, a[0] = 0, b[0] = 0, c[0] = − cos u is consistent with the following
cutting off boundary conditions
w[2] = α(−1)w[−1] + α(0)w[0] + α(1)w[1],
w[−2] = β(−1)w[−1] + β(0)w[0] + β(1)w[1] (3.19)
where
α(−1) = −λ uy
sinu
, α(0) = λ, α(1) = uy
cos u sinu
,
β(−1) = ux
cosu sinu
, β(0) = λ−1, β(1) = −λ−1 ux
sinu
,
(3.20)
λ is a complex parameter.
Sketch of proof. Look for the functions (3.20) providing the consistency of the
following overdetermined system of equations obtained from (3.16) by imposing (3.19)

w[1]y = (α(1)− a[1])w[1] + α(0)w[0] + α(−1)w[−1],
w[0]y = w[1],
w[−1]y = h[−1]w[0],
(3.21)
and 

w[1]x = h[0]w[0],
w[0]x = w[−1],
w[−1]x = β(1)w[1] + β(0)w[0] + (β(−1)− bˆ[−1])w[−1].
(3.22)
The compatibility conditions (w[i]x)y = (w[i]y)x generate a system of nonlinear equations
for the functions α(j), β(j) searched:
Dy(β(−1)) + β(1)α(−1) = h[−2],
Dy(β(0)) + β(1)α(0) + β(−1)h[−1] = 0,
Dy(β(1)) + β(1)(α(1)− a[1]) + β(0) = 0,
Dx(α(−1)) + α(−1)(β(−1)− bˆ[−1]) + α(0) = 0,
Dx(α(0)) + α(−1)β(0) + α(1)h[0] = 0,
Dx(α(1)) + α(−1)β(1) = h[1].
(3.23)
Here all the given coefficients a[1], bˆ[−1], h[−2], h[−1], h[0], h[1] are linear functions of the
derivatives ux, uy:
h[0] = h[−1] = cosu, h[1] = h[−2] =
1
cosu
+ uxuy
cos2 u
,
a[1] = uy tanu, bˆ[−1] = ux tan u,
(3.24)
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therefore we can assume that α(j), β(j) also linearly depend on the first derivatives of
u
α(j) = α(j, u, uy) = p(j, u)uy + q(j, u),
β(j) = β(j, u, ux) = r(j, u)ux + s(j, u), j = 1, 0,−1. (3.25)
Substitute expressions (3.24), (3.25) into equations (3.23) and then compare the
coefficients before the independent combinations of the dynamical variables uxuy, ux, uy.
As a result one gets twenty four equations for twelve functions p(j, u), q(j, u), r(j, u),
s(j, u), j = 1, 0,−1, depending on u only. We write down explicitly only a part of
the equations since the others are obtained from these by applying the replacement
p(j)↔ r(−j), q(j)↔ s(−j).
dr(−1)
du
+ r(1)p(−1) = 1
cos2 u
, ds(−1)
du
+ s(1)p(−1) = 0,
r(1)q(−1) = 0, r(−1) sin u+ s(1)q(−1) = 1
cosu
,
dr(0)
du
+ r(1)p(0) = 0, ds(0)
du
+ s(1)p(0) = 0,
r(−1) cosu+ r(1)q(0) = 0, r(0) sinu+ s(−1) cosu+ s(1)q(0) = 0,
dr(1)
du
− r(1) tanu+ r(1)p(1) = 0, ds(1)
du
− s(1) tanu+ s(1)p(1) = 0,
r(0) + r(1)q(1) = 0, r(1) sinu+ s(0) + s(1)q(1) = 0.
(3.26)
By solving the overdetermined system of equations (3.26) we find explicit expressions
(3.20) for the coefficients of the constraint (3.19). Now the systems (3.21), (3.22) can
be rewritten as follows
Ψx = AΨ, Ψy = BΨ (3.27)
where Ψ = (w[1], w[0], w[−1])
T and
A =

 0 cosu 00 0 1
−ux
λ sinu
1
λ
ux cotu

 , B =

 uy cot u λ
−λuy
sinu
1 0 0
0 cosu 0

 . (3.28)
It is easily checked that (3.27), (3.28) defines the Lax pair for the sine-Gordon equation
(3.17). We failed to reduce it to the well-known usual one found in [28].
4. Invariant manifolds of the hyperbolic type PDE
Let us recall the definition of the invariant manifold of the hyperbolic type equation
(3.1). Consider an equation of the form
G(x, y, uk, uk−1, . . . u, u¯1, u¯2, . . . u¯m) = 0. (4.1)
Note that G depends on x, y and a set of the dynamical variables u, u1, u¯1, . . ., where
uj =
∂ju
∂xj
, u¯j =
∂ju
∂yj
. Take the differential consequences of (4.1)
G1(x, y, uk+1, . . . u, u¯1, u¯2, . . . u¯m) = 0, (4.2)
G2(x, y, uk, . . . u, u¯1, u¯2, . . . u¯m+1) = 0, (4.3)
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where G1, G2 are evaluated by applying the operators Dx, Dy : G1 = DxG,G2 = DyG
and subsequent replacement of the mixed derivatives by means of the equation (3.1)
and its differential consequences. Equation (4.1) defines an invariant manifold for (3.1)
if the following equation is satisfied
DxDyG|(3.1),(4.1)−(4.3) = 0. (4.4)
Example 4. Show that equation
uxx +
1
2
u2x tanu = 0 (4.5)
defines an invariant manifold for the sine-Gordon equation (3.17). Here
G = uxx +
1
2
u2x tanu, G1 = DxG = uxxx +
1
2
u3x and G2 = DyG =
ux
cosu
+ u
2
xuy
2(cos u)2
. It is
easily verified that
DxDyG = Dx
(
ux
cos u
+
u2xuy
2(cosu)2
)
= 0 mod((4.5), G = 0, G1 = 0, G2 = 0).
Therefore equation (4.4) holds and thus (4.5) defines an invariant manifold for (3.17).
4.1. From the Laplace cascade to invariant manifolds
Show that reduced system (3.16), (3.19) is closely connected with the invariant
manifolds of the linearized equation (3.18). Indeed, equations (3.16) imply that
w[2] = (Dy + a[1])(Dy + a[0])w[0], w[1] = (Dy + a[0])w[0], w[−1] = (Dx + b[0])w[0],
w[−2] = (Dx+bˆ[−1])(Dx+b[0])w[0]. Therefore since a[0] = b[0] = 0, the boundary conditions
(3.19) turn into the equations
(Dy + a[1])Dyw[0] = α(−1)Dxw[0] + α(0)w[0] + α(1)Dyw[0],
(Dx + bˆ[−1])Dxw[0] = β(−1)Dxw[0] + β(0)w[0] + β(1)Dyw[0].
Simplify the equations obtained by using explicit expressions (3.20), (3.24) and find
equations
Lyw[0] := (D
2
y − uy cot uDy + λ
uy
sin u
Dx − λ)w[0]|(3.17),w[0]xy=(cos u)w[0] = 0, (4.6)
Lxw[0] := (D
2
x − ux cotuDx + λ−1
ux
sin u
Dy − λ−1)w[0]|(3.17),w[0]xy=(cos u)w[0] = 0 (4.7)
which define the invariant manifold for (3.18) discussed in Introduction (see (1.14),
(1.15) above).
This observation leads to an alternative algorithm to look for the Lax pair. Instead
of the cutting off boundary conditions to the lattice (3.16) one searches an invariant
manifold for the linearized equation (3.18).
By construction we have
Mw[0] := (DxDy − cosu)w[0]. (4.8)
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Commutators of the operators Lx, Ly, M satisfy the following relations
[Lx, Ly] = 2Axy(λ
−1Ly − λLx),
[M,Lx] = BxxLy − BxyLx + (Axx − λ−1Axy)M, (4.9)
[M,Ly] = ByyLx − BxyLy + (Ayy − λAxy)M
where A = log cot u
2
, B = log sin u, Ax = Dx(A), Ay = Dy(A), Axx = D
2
x(A) and so
on. Consequently any element of the Lie ring generated by the operators Lx, Ly, M is
represented as a linear combination of the same three operators.
Linear equations (4.6), (4.7) define a manifold parametrized by w[0], w[0]x, w[0]y and
the dynamical variables u, u1, u¯1, ... . By applying Dx to the equations (4.6), (4.7) and
then simplifying due to the equations (3.17), (3.18) one gets another parametrization of
the manifold
w[0]xxx =
uxx
ux
w[0]xx + (λ
−1 − u2x)w[0]x − λ−1
uxx
ux
w[0], (4.10)
w[0]y = −λsin u
ux
w[0]xx + λ(cosu)w[0]x +
sin u
ux
w[0], (4.11)
where the parameters w[0], w[0]x, w[0]xx are taken as independent ones. It is shown below
that this parametrization is closely connected with the Lax pair for the potential KdV
equation being a symmetry of the sine-Gordon equation.
4.2. Evaluation of the invariant manifolds and the Lax pair for the equation
uxy = f(u)
√
1 + u2x, f
′′ = γf
In this section we construct a Lax pair to the equation
uxy = f(u)
√
1 + u2x, f
′′ = γf (4.12)
found in [20]. It is known that S-integrable equation of the form (4.12) by an appropriate
point transformation can be reduced either to the case f(u) = u or f(u) = sin u (see
[20]). By analogy with the sine-Gordon equation considered in the previous section we
look for the invariant manifold of the form
vyy + avy + bvx + cv = 0 (4.13)
for the linearized equation
vxy = f
′(u)
√
1 + u2xv +
f(u)ux√
1 + u2x
vx. (4.14)
Apply the operator Dx to (4.13) and rewrite the result as
vxx = −1
b
(
2vuxf(u)f
′(u) + vxf
2(u) +Dx(b)vx + cvx +Dx(c)v +Dx(a)vy
)
−(uyuxvx + (vy + av)(1 + u
2
x))f
′(u) + (puyv(1 + u
2
x) + auxvx)f(u)
b
√
1 + u2x
. (4.15)
Now apply Dy to (4.15), simplify the result due to the equations above and get an
equation of the form
vyy + a˜vy + b˜vx + c˜v = 0, (4.16)
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with the coefficients a˜, b˜, c˜ depending on a finite number of the dynamical variables.
According to the definition of the invariant manifold equations (4.13) and (4.16) should
coincide. This fact implies a system of three equations on the sought functions a, b, c(
2f(u)uxbf
′(u) +Dx(c)b−Dy(b)Dx(a) +DyDx(a)b− abDx(a)
)√
1 + u2x
+(2puybu
2
x −Dx(a)uxb+ 2puyb)f(u)− (u2x + 1)Dy(b)f ′(u) = 0, (4.17)(
(−Dy(b)u2x + ab−Dy(b))f(u)2 + uyb(3 + 2u2x)f ′(u)f(u)
)√
1 + u2x
−(b2Dx(a)−Dy(c)b−DyDx(b)b+Dy(b)c+Dy(b)Dx(b))(1 + u2x)3/2
+(uxxb
2 + (pu2yuxb+Dy(a)uxb−Dy(b)aux)(1 + u2x))f(u)
+ux(1 + u
2
x)(b
2ux + uyyb+ auyb−Dy(b)uy)f ′(u) = 0, (4.18)(
2pf(u)2uyuxb+ ux(ab− 2Dy(b))f ′(u)f(u) + 3f ′(u)2uxuyb
−Dy(b)Dx(c)− cbDx(a) +DyDx(c)b
)√
1 + u2x + b(u
2
x + 3)f
′(u)f(u)2
+
(
(−Dy(b)a+Dy(a)b+Dx(b)b+ pu2yb)(1 + u2x) + uxuxxb2
)
f ′(u)
+
(
p(buyy + auyb+ uxb
2 −Dy(b)uy)(1 + u2x)−Dx(c)uxb
)
f(u) = 0. (4.19)
Assuming that the searched functions depend only on u,ux, uy i.e. a = a(u, ux, uy),
b = b(u, ux, uy) and c = c(u, ux, uy) substitute these functions into (4.17), (4.18) and
(4.19) and eliminate mixed derivatives of u using (4.12) from the resulting equations.
Thus we obtain three equations of the following form
αi(u, ux, uy)uxxuyy + βi(u, ux, uy)uxx + γi(u, ux, uy)uyy + δi(u, ux, uy) = 0,
i = 1, 2, 3. These relations are satisfied only if the following conditions:
αi(u, ux, uy) = 0, βi(u, ux, uy) = 0, γi(u, ux, uy) = 0, δi(u, ux, uy) = 0 (4.20)
hold identically for all values u, ux and uy, i = 1, 2, 3. Here
α1 = (bauxuy − auxbuy)
√
1 + u2x,
α2 = (bbuxuy − buxbuy)(1 + u2x)3/2,
α3 = (bcuxuy − cuxbuy)
√
1 + u2x,
β1 = (bcux + buyauux − buuyaux − abaux)
√
1 + u2x
+ f(u)(1 + u2x)(bauxux − buxaux),
β2 = − (1 + u2x)(buuybux − buybuux + b2aux)
√
1 + u2x
+ f(u)
(
(bbuxux − b2ux)(1 + u2x)2 + bbuxux(1 + u2x) + b2
)
,
β3 = (buycuux − cbaux − buuycux)
√
1 + u2x
+ (1 + u2x)(bcuxux − buxcux)f(u) + b(bux(1 + u2x) + bux)f ′(u),
γ1 = ux(−aubuy + bauuy)
√
1 + u2x
+ (1 + u2x)((bauyuy − buyauy)f(u)− f ′(u)buy),
γ2 = (1 + u
2
x)
[
(−buybuux + bbuuyux − f(u)2buy − cbuy + bcuy)
√
1 + u2x
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+ ((bbuyuy − b2uy)(1 + u2x)− auxbuy + uxbauy)f(u)
+ ux(b− buyuy)f ′(u)
]
,
γ3 = ux(−cubuy − 2buyf(u)f ′(u) + bcuuy)
√
1 + u2x
+ (1 + u2x)((pb− buycuy + bcuyuy − puybuy)f(u)
+ (−abuy + bauy )f ′(u)),
δ1 =
[
(1 + u2x)(−buxauy + bauxuy)f(u)2 + (−u2xbux + 2uxb− bux)f ′(u)f(u)
−ux(buuyau + abau − bcu − buyauu)
]√
1 + u2x
+ b(uyauuy + cuy + 2puy − aauy + auuxux)(1 + u2x)f(u)(
bau − (buxauux + buuyauy)(1 + u2x)
)
f(u)
+ (1 + u2x)(bauxux − buuy + bauyuy)f ′(u),
δ2 =
[
(bbuxuy − buxbuy)(1 + u2x)2f 2(u)
+ (1 + u2x)(bauxux − abuxux + bbuyux − buuy)f 2(u)
+ abf 2(u) + uy(2u
2
xb+ 3b− u3xbux − uxbux)f ′(u)f(u)
−(1 + u2x)(−buybuuux + b2auux + b2uuyux + cbuuy − bcuuy)
]√
1 + u2x
+ (1 + u2x)
[
(bcux + bbu − b2auy + bbuuyuy − bubuyuy + bbuuxux
− cbux − buxbuux − buxf 3(u))(1 + u2x) + uxuy(bau − abu + pbuy)
+((bbuyuy + bbuxux)(1 + u
2
x) + b
2u2x + uxauyb− uxbuu2y)f ′(u)
]
,
δ3 =
[
(1 + u2x)((bcuxuy − puybux − buxcuy) + 2puyuxb)f 2(u)
+ ((baux + bbuy − abux)(1 + u2x)− 2uxbuuy + uxab)f ′(u)f(u)
+3f ′2(u)buxuy − ux(cbau + bucuuy − bcuuuy)
]√
1 + u2x
+ (3b+ bu2x − 2buxu3x − 2buxux)f ′(u)f 2(u)
+ ((1 + u2x)(puxb
2 + buycuuy − cbauy − buuycuy − buxcuux − pu2ybu
+bcuuxux + apuyb) + bcu)f(u)
− (1 + u2x)(abuuy − bcuxux − bbuux − bauuy − bcuyuy − pbu2y)f ′(u).
Thus the problem is reduced to a system of equations (4.20).
We look for the functions a, b and c depending on the variable uy linearly:
a = a1(u, ux)uy + a2(u, ux),
b = b1(u, ux)uy + b2(u, ux),
c = c1(u, ux)uy + c2(u, ux).
Then equation α2 = 0 is essentially simplified b2(b1)ux − b1(b2)ux = 0. Assume that
b2 ≡ 0, then
b = b1(u, ux)uy. (4.21)
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From equations α1 = 0 and α3 = 0 we obtain
uyauxux − aux = 0, uycuxux − cux = 0.
Assume that aux = cux ≡ 0 then
a = a1(u)uy + a2(u), c = c1(u)uy + c2(u). (4.22)
Substituting the functions (4.21), (4.22) into γ1 = 0 (see (4.20 above)) we obtain
the following equation
b1(u, ux)
[
(f ′(u) + a1(u)f(u))(1 + u
2
x) +
√
1 + u2xuxa
′
2(u)
]
) = 0.
Since functions f , a1 and a2 depend only on u, we obtain
f ′(u) + a1(u)f(u) = 0, a
′
2(u) = 0.
Consequently
a1(u) = −f
′(u)
f(u)
, a2(u) = a3,
where a3 is an arbitrary constant. Then from the equality γ3 = 0 we get
c1(u) = −a3 f
′(u)
f(u)
, c2(u) = −f 2(u) + c3,
where c3 is an arbitrary constant. Analyzing the equation δ1 = 0 we define that
b1 =
b3
f(u)
√
1 + u2x
,
where b3 6= 0 is an arbitrary constant. From the equation δ2 = 0 we obtain that a3 = 0
and c3 = −b3. It is easily checked that equalities βi = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, γ2 = 0, δ3 = 0 are
automatically satisfied.
Thus summarizing the reasonings above we can claim that equations
vyy − f
′(u)
f(u)
uyvy +
λuy
f(u)
√
1 + u2x
vx − (f 2(u) + λ)v = 0, (4.23)
vxx −
(
f ′(u)
f(u)
+
uxx
u2x + 1
)
uxvx +
ux
√
u2x + 1
λf(u)
vy −
(
u2x + 1
λ
)
v = 0 (4.24)
define an invariant manifold for the linearized equation (4.14). Here λ is the spectral
parameter.
Derive the Lax pair for the equation (4.12) from the invariant manifold (4.23),
(4.24). To this end evaluate the Laplace sequence of the form (3.16) for the linearized
equation (4.14). In what follows we will need in explicit expressions for several first
coefficients of the system (3.16)
a[0] = a[−1] = − uxf(u)√
u2x + 1
, b[0] = b[1] = b[−1] = 0,
k[0] = f
′(u)
√
u2x + 1, h[0] = −
uxxf(u)
(u2x + 1)
3
2
+
f ′(u)√
u2x + 1
, (4.25)
a[1] =
(u2x + 1)f(u)(γuy
√
u2x + 1− f ′(u)) + uxuxxf 2(u)− f ′(u)uyuxx
√
u2x + 1√
u2x + 1(f
′(u)(u2x + 1)− f(u)uxx)
.
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The constraints (4.23), (4.24) generate the cutting off boundary conditions of the form{
v[2] = α(1)v[1] + α(0)v[0] + α(−1)v[−1],
v[−2] = β(1)v[1] + β(0)v[0] + β(−1)v[−1] (4.26)
imposed on the infinite system (3.16). Find the coefficients α(i) and β(i) in the relation
(4.26). Evidently equations (3.16) imply
(Dy + a[1])(Dy + a[0])v[0] = v[2], (Dx + b[−1])(Dx + b[0])v[0] = v[−2]. (4.27)
Set v := v[0] and simplify (4.27) by virtue of (4.26) and the relations v[1] = (Dy + a[0])v
and v[−1] = (Dx + b[0])v. As a result we obtain
vyy + (a[0] + a[1] − α(1))vy − α(−1)vx + (a[0]y + a[0]a[1] − a[0]α(1)− α(0)− α(−1)b[0])v = 0,
vxx + (b[−1] − β(−1))vx − β(1)vy + (b[0]x + b[0]b[−1] − a[0]β(1)− β(0)− β(−1)b[0])v = 0, (4.28)
The last equations should coincide with (4.23), (4.24). Comparison of the corresponding
coefficients allows one to derive explicit formulas for the sought functions α(i) and β(i)

α(1) = a[0] + a[1] +
uyf ′(u)
u
,
α(−1) = − λuy
f(u)
√
u2x+1
,
α(0) = f(u)2 + λ+ ay − a2[0] − a[0] uyf
′(u)
f(u)
+
λuyb[0]
f(u)
√
u2x+1
,

β(1) = −ux
√
u2x+1
λf(u)
,
β(−1) = b[−1] + uxf
′(u)
f(u)
+ uxuxx
u2x+1
,
β(0) = b[0]x − a[0](−ux
√
u2x+1
λf(u)
)− (uxf ′(u)
f(u)
+ uxuxx
u2x+1
)b[0] +
u2x+1
λ
.
Now the infinite system of equations (3.16) is reduced to a pair of the third order systems
of ordinary differential equations

v[0]y = v[1] − a[0]v[0],
v[1]y = (α(1)− a[1])v[1] + α(0)v[0] + α(−1)v[−1],
v[−1]y = k[0]v[0] − a[0]v[−1],

v[0]x = v[−1] − b[1]v[1],
v[1]x = h[0]v[0] − b[0]v[1],
v[−1]x = β(1)v[1] + β(0)v[0] + (β(−1)− b[−1])v[−1]
which can be specified as follows
 v[0]v[1]
v[−1]


y
=


uxf(u)√
u2x+1
1 0
λ uyf
′(u)
f(u)
− uxf(u)√
u2x+1
− uyλ
f(u)
√
u2x+1
f ′(u)
√
u2x + 1 0
uxf(u)√
u2x+1



 v[0]v[1]
v[−1]

 , (4.29)

 v[0]v[1]
v[−1]


x
=


0 0 1
f ′(u)√
u2x+1
− uxxf(u)
(u2x+1)
3
2
0 0
1
λ
−ux
√
u2x+1
λf(u)
uxf ′(u)
f(u)
+ uxuxx
u2x+1



 v[0]v[1]
v[−1]

 . (4.30)
Systems (4.29), (4.30) define the Lax pair for the equation (4.12).
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5. Searching the Lax pairs for the evolutionary type integrable equations
Let us consider the evolutionary type integrable equations, for which the Laplace cascade
is not defined. Here we use the scheme set out in the Introduction.
5.1. Korteweg-de Vries equation.
As an illustrative example we consider the Korteweg-de Vries equation
ut = uxxx + uux. (5.1)
Its linearization evidently has the form
vt = vxxx + uvx + uxv. (5.2)
Direct computations show that equation (5.2) does not admit any invariant manifold of
the form vxx = a(u, ux, uxx)vx + b(u, ux, uxx)v fit for arbitrary solution u(x, t) of (5.1).
Let us look for the invariant manifold of order three
vxxx = avxx + bvx + cv, (5.3)
where the coefficients a, b, c depend on a finite number of the dynamical variables u,
u1, u2, ... . According to the definition the following condition
(vxxx)t = (vt)xxx (5.4)
should be valid.
Replacing in (5.4) vxxx and vt due to (5.3) and (5.2) respectively and then comparing
the coefficients before the independent variables vxx, vx and v we obtain the following
equations
3aDx(b) + 6uxx +D
3
x(a) + 3Dx(a)b+ uxa + uDx(a) + 3Dx(a)
2
+3aD2x(a) + 3a
2Dx(a) + 3Dx(c)−Dt(a) + 3D2x(b) = 0, (5.5)
D3x(b) + 3D
2
x(c) + 3bDx(b) + 3Dx(a)Dx(b) + uDx(b) + 4uxxx + 3abDx(a)
+3D2x(a)b− 3auxx −Dt(b) + 3cDx(a) + 2uxb = 0, (5.6)
3acDx(a) + uxxxx + uDx(c) +D
3
x(c) + 3D
2
x(a)c− auxxx + 3Dx(b)c
−Dt(c) + 3uxc+ 3Dx(a)Dx(c)− buxx = 0. (5.7)
It is reasonable to assume that a = a(u, ux, uxx), b = b(u, ux, uxx) and c = c(u, ux, uxx).
We substitute these expressions into (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) and then exclude all the mixed
derivatives of u due to the equation (5.1). As a result we obtain three equations of the
following form
αi(u, ux, uxx, uxxx)uxxxx − βi(u, ux, uxx)u3xxx − γi(u, ux, uxx)u2xxx
− δi(u, ux, uxx)uxxx − ǫi(u, ux, uxx) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3.
Since uxxxx, u
3
xxx, u
2
xxx, uxxx are independent variables then these equations split down
into fifteen equations as follows
αi(u, ux, uxx, uxxx) = 0, βi(u, ux, uxx) = 0, γi(u, ux, uxx) = 0,
δi(u, ux, uxx) = 0, ǫi(u, ux, uxx) = 0
(5.8)
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hold for all values of u, ux and uxx, i = 1, 2, 3. Thus the searched coefficients a, b,
c satisfy a highly overdetermined system of differential equations (5.8). Specify and
analyse the system. It can be verified that the three equations βi = 0, i = 1, 2, 3
immediately imply auxxuxxuxx = 0, βuxxuxxuxx = 0 and cuxxuxxuxx = 0 therefore
a = a1(u, ux)u
2
xx + a2(u, ux)uxx + a3(u, ux),
b = b1(u, ux)u
2
xx + b2(u, ux)uxx + b3(u, ux),
c = c1(u, ux)u
2
xx + c2(u, ux)uxx + c3(u, ux).
Equations αi = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 are of the form
auxxuxxuxxx + aauxx + auuxxux + buxx + auxuxxuxx = 0, (5.9)
buxxuxxuxxx + cuxx + buuxxux + buxuxxuxx + bauxx = 0, (5.10)
3cuxxuxxuxxx + 3cuuxxux + 3cuxuxxuxx + 3cauxx + 1 = 0. (5.11)
Then since functions a, b and c depend only on the variables u, ux and uxx the coefficients
at uxxx vanish, i.e. we get
a = a1(u, ux)uxx + a2(u, ux),
b = b1(u, ux)uxx + b2(u, ux),
c = c1(u, ux)uxx + c2(u, ux).
Substituting a, b and c into the equations (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11) we obtain
(a21 + (a1)ux)uxx + a1a2 + ux(a1)u + b1 = 0,
((b1)ux + a1b1)uxx + c1 + ux(b1)u + a1b2 = 0,
3((c1)ux + a1c1)uxx + 3ux(c1)u + 3a1c2 + 1 = 0.
Since functions ai, bi and ci, i = 1, 2 depend only on u and ux the coefficients at uxx
vanish and we get the following system of equations
a21 + (a1)ux = 0,
(b1)ux + a1b1 = 0,
(c1)ux + a1c1 = 0,
a1a2 + ux(a1)u + b1 = 0,
c1 + ux(b1)u + a1b2 = 0 = 0,
3ux(c1)u + 3a1c2 + 1 = 0.
(5.12)
Concentrate on the last system. It is easy to check that a1 6= 0. Assume that b1 6= 0
and c1 6= 0. From system (5.12) we find
a1 =
1
ux + a4(u)
, b1 =
b4(u)
ux + a4(u)
, c1 =
c4(u)
ux + a4(u)
,
a2 = −ux(a1)u + b1
a1
, b2 = −c1 + ux(b1)u
a1
, c2 = −1 + 3ux(c1)u
3a1
.
(5.13)
Now equations γi = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 are satisfied automatically. From equation δ1 = 0 we
obtain that b4 = b5 and a4 = a5u + a6, where b5, a5 and a6 are arbitrary constants.
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From equation δ2 = 0 we get c4 =
2
3
u+ c5, where c5 is an arbitrary constant. Equation
δ3 = 0 implies a5 = b5. Then from equation ǫ1 = 0 we obtain a5 = a6 = b5 = 0. It is
easy to check that equations ǫ2 = 0 and ǫ3 = 0 are identically satisfied.
Thus equation (5.3) is of the form
vxxx =
uxx
ux
vxx −
(
2
3
u+ λ
)
vx +
((
2
3
u+ λ
)
uxx
ux
− ux
)
v. (5.14)
Here λ = c5 is an arbitrary parameter.
Proposition 3. Pair of equations (5.2), (5.14) defines the Lax pair for the KdV
equation.
5.2. Potential and modified KdV equations
Concentrate on the potential KdV equation
ut = uxxx +
1
2
u3x. (5.15)
Its linearization
vt = vxxx +
3
2
w2vx, wherew = ux (5.16)
does not admit any second order invariant manifold of the necessary form vxx =
a(u, ux, uxx, ...)vx+b(u, ux, uxx, ...)v. However it admits a third order invariant manifold
given by
vxxx =
wx
w
vxx −
(
w2 + λ
)
vx + λ
wx
w
v. (5.17)
Here λ is an arbitrary parameter. The consistency condition of the equations (5.16),
(5.17) is equivalent to the mKdV equation
wt = wxxx +
1
2
w2wx (5.18)
connected with (5.15) by a very simple substitution w = ux. In other words (5.16),
(5.17) define the Lax pair for the equation (5.18) as well.
Now let us return to the sine-Gordon equation (3.17). Recall that equation (5.15) is
a symmetry of the sine-Gordon equation. It is easily seen that equation (5.17) coincides
with (4.10) up to the notations.
5.3. Lax pairs for the KdV type equations from Svinolupov-Sokolov list
Consider the following two third order differential equations
ut = uyyy − γ
2
u3y −
3
2
f 2(u)uy, (5.19)
uτ = uxxx − 3uxu
2
xx
2(1 + u2x)
− γ
2
u3x (5.20)
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possessing infinite hierarchies of conservation laws [21]. As it is established in [20] these
equations are symmetries of the equation (4.12). We have proved above in §4 that
equations
vyy − f
′(u)
f(u)
uyvy +
λuy
f(u)
√
1 + u2x
vx − (f 2(u) + λ)v = 0, (5.21)
vxx −
(
f ′(u)
f(u)
+
uxx
u2x + 1
)
uxvx +
ux
√
u2x + 1
λf(u)
vy −
(
u2x + 1
λ
)
v = 0 (5.22)
define an invariant manifold for the linearized equation (4.14). It is reasonable to expect
that invariant manifolds for the linearizations
vt = vyyy − 3
2
(γu2y + f
2(u))vy − 3f(u)f ′(u)uyv (5.23)
and
vτ = vxxx − 3uxuxx
1 + u2x
vxx − 3
2
(
(1− u2x)u2xx
(1 + u2x)
2
+ γu2x
)
vx (5.24)
of the symmetries (5.19) and (5.20) are closely connected with the same manifold. Indeed
by applying the operators Dy and Dx to the equations (5.21) and respectively to (5.22)
one can deduce the following two third order ordinary differential equations
vyyy − uyy
uy
vyy − (γu2y + f 2(u) + λ)vy
+
(
(f 2(u) + λ)uyy
uy
− 3f(u)f ′(u)uy
)
v = 0, (5.25)
vxxx − (1 + 3u
2
x)uxx
(1 + u2x)ux
vxx
−
(
λ−1 + γu2x +
uxuxxx
1 + u2x
− 3u
2
xu
2
xx
(1 + u2x)
2
)
vx +
uxx
ux
λ−1v = 0. (5.26)
It is easily checked by a direct computation that equations (5.25) and (5.26) define
invariant manifolds for (5.23) and (5.24) correspondingly. Conclude the reasonings with
the following statement.
Proposition 4. 1) Linear equations (5.23), (5.25) define the Lax pair for the
equation (5.19);
2) linear equations (5.24), (5.26) define the Lax pair for the equation (5.20).
5.4. Volterra type integrable chains
In this section we discuss the semi-discrete equations of the form ∂
∂t
un =
f(un+1, un, un−1) with the sought function u = un(t), depending on the discrete n and
continuous t. The direct method for constructing the Lax pairs through linearization
can be applied to the discrete models as well. As illustrative examples we consider the
modified Volterra chain
dpn
dt
= −p2n(pn+1 − pn−1) (5.27)
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and the equation
dun
dt
=
1
un+1 − un−1 (5.28)
found in [29]. These two equations are related to each other by a very simple Miura
type transformation
dun
dt
= pn, pn =
1
un+1 − un−1 . (5.29)
Note that the coefficients of the linearization
dvn
dt
= −p2n(vn+1 − vn−1) (5.30)
of the equation (5.28) depend on the variable pn. This explains why we study these two
equations together. Look for the invariant manifold of the third order:
vn+2 = avn+1 + bvn + cvn−1 (5.31)
to the equation (5.30) with the coefficients a, b, c depending on a finite set of the
dynamical variables pn, pn±1, ... . Actually we suppose that (5.31) defines an invariant
manifold for any choice of the solution p = pn(t) to the equation (5.27).
The coefficients a, b, c are found from the equation
d
dt
(avn+1 + bvn + cvn−1) = D
2
n
(−p2n(vn+1 − vn−1)) . (5.32)
Studying the equation (5.32) we assume that the variables {pk}∞k=−∞, vn, vn+1, vn−1 are
independent dynamical variables. Omitting the simple but tediously long computations
we give only the answer:
a = − pn
pn+1
+
λ
p2n+1
, b = 1− λ
pnpn+1
, c =
pn
pn+1
.
Therefore the invariant manifold searched is of the form:
vn+2 =
(
− pn
pn+1
+
λ
p2n+1
)
vn+1
+
(
1− λ
pnpn+1
)
vn +
pn
pn+1
vn−1. (5.33)
Proposition 5. The consistency condition of the equations (5.30) and (5.33)
coincides with the equation (5.27).
6. Construction of the recursion operators and conservation laws via newly
found Lax pairs
It was observed that the Lax pairs for the integrable equations found above essentially
differ from their classical counterparts. In this section we discuss some useful properties
of the newly found Lax pairs. We show, for instance, that they provide a very convenient
tool for searching the recursion operators and conservation laws for integrable models.
As illustrative examples we take the KdV and pKdV equations, the Volterra type chain
(5.28) etc. We show that the equation of the invariant manifold to the linearized equation
is easily transformed into the recursion operator.
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6.1. Evaluation of the recursion operators for the KdV type equations
Let us start with the KdV equation (1.9). We can rewrite equation (1.11) of the invariant
manifold in the following form(
D3x −
uxx
ux
D2x +
2u
3
Dx + ux − 2uuxx
3ux
)
v = λuxDx
1
ux
v. (6.1)
We now multiply (6.1) from the left by the operator uxD
−1
x
1
ux
and obtain a formal
eigenvalue problem of the form
Rv = λv (6.2)
for the operator
R = uxD
−1
x
1
ux
(
D3x −
uxx
ux
D2x +
2u
3
Dx + ux − 2uuxx
3ux
)
(6.3)
An amazing fact is that R coincides with the recursion operator for the KdV equation.
Indeed, we have
Rv = uxD
−1
x
(
vxxxux − uxxvxx
u2x
+
2
3
uvx
ux
+ v − 2
3
uuxxv
u2x
)
=
vxx + uxD
−1
x
(
2
3
uvx
ux
+ v − 2
3
uuxxv
u2x
)
.
It can be simplified due to the relation
uvx
ux
− uuxxv
u2x
=
(
uv
ux
)
x
− v
and reduced to the form
Rv =
(
D2x +
2
3
u+
1
3
uxD
−1
x
)
v.
In a similar way we derive from (5.17) the recursion operator to the potential KdV
equation (5.15). Indeed rewrite (5.17) as follows(
D3x −
uxx
ux
D2x + u
2
xDx
)
v = −λuxDx 1
ux
v. (6.4)
Equation (6.4) implies
Rv = −λv
where
R = uxD
−1
x
1
ux
(
D3x −
uxx
ux
D2x + u
2
xDx
)
.
Simplify the expression for Rv:
Rv = uxD
−1
x
(
vxxxux − uxxvxx
u2x
+ uxvx
)
= vxx + uxD
−1
x uxDxv.
Apparently operator R = D2x + uxD
−1
x uxDx coincides with the recursion operator for
(5.15).
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Invariant manifolds (5.25) and (5.26) for the linearized equations (5.23) and (5.24)
allow constracting of the recursion operators
R = D2y − γu2y −
f 2(u)
uy
+ uyD
−1
y (γuyy − ff ′)
and
R = D2x −
2uxuxx
1 + u2x
+ uxD
−1
x
(
uxxx
1 + u2x
+
uxu
2
xx
(1 + u2x)
2
− γux
)
Dx
for the Svinolupov-Sokolov equations (5.19) and (5.20) respectively.
6.2. Recursion operators via the Lax pair for a Volterra type chain
We proceed with an example of the discrete model (5.28). Let us write equation (5.33)
defining the invariant manifold for (5.30) as follows(
D2n +
pn
pn+1
Dn − 1− pn
pn+1
D−1n
)
vn =
λ
pn+1
(Dn − 1) vn
pn
, (6.5)
where Dn is the shift operator acting due to the rule Dna(n) = a(n + 1). We multiply
(6.5) from the left by the factor pn (Dn − 1)−1 pn+1 and then get
Rv = λv (6.6)
where R = pn (Dn − 1)−1 pn+1
(
D2n +
pn
pn+1
Dn − 1− pnpn+1D−1n
)
. After some elementary
transformations the operator R is reduced to the form
R = p2n
(
Dn +D
−1
n
)
+ 2pnpn−1 + 2pn (Dn − 1)−1 (pn−1 − pn+1) (6.7)
Operator R given by (6.7) defines the recursion operator for the chain (5.28). For
instance, by applying the operator R to 1
un+1−un−1
we obtain the r.h.s. of the equation
constructed in [30]
∂
∂τ
un =
1
(un+1 − un−1)2
(
1
un+2 − un +
1
un − un−2
)
(6.8)
as a fifth-point symmetry of the equation (5.28). Note that the whole hierarchy of the
symmetries for the chain (5.28) is described in [31].
6.3. Conservation laws via the Lax pair for a Volterra type chain
Let us consider an equation of the form
dun
dt
=
1
un+1 − un−1 . (6.9)
Due to the relations (5.29) between u and p a pair of the equations (5.30), (5.33) define
a Lax pair to the chain (6.9) as well.
Rewrite the scalar Lax pair (5.30), (5.33) in the matrix form
yn+1 = fyn,
dyn
dt
= gyn, (6.10)
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where
f =


− pn
pn+1
+ λ
p2n+1
1− λ
pnpn+1
pn
pn+1
1 0 0
0 1 0

 , (6.11)
g =

 pnpn+1 − λ
pn+1
pn
λ −pnpn+1
−p2n 0 p2n
pn−1pn −pn−1pn λ −pn−1pn + λ

 . (6.12)
To construct the conservation laws, we apply the method of the formal diagonalization
suggested in [32, 33] and developed in [34].
The first equation in (6.10) has singular point λ =∞ (f has a pole at λ =∞). It
can be checked that the potential f is represented as follows
f = αZβ,
where
α =


1
p2
n+1
− pn
pn+1
λ−1 0 0
λ−1 pn+1
pn
0
0 1 1

 , (6.13)
β =


1 −pn+1
pn
pnpn+1
λ−pnpn+1
0 1 − p2n
λ−pnpn+1
0 0 p
2
nλ
λ−pnpn+1

 (6.14)
are analytic and non-degenerate around λ =∞, Z is a diagonal matrix of the form
Z =

 λ 0 00 1 0
0 0 λ−1

 . (6.15)
The change of variables ψ = βy is reducing the first system in (6.10) to the special form
ψn+1 = PZψn, (6.16)
where
P = Dn(β)α =


1
p2n+1
− pn+pn+2
pn+1
λ−1 −pn+2
pn
(
1− pnpn+1
λ−pn+1pn+2
)
pn+1pn+2
λ−pn+1pn+2
λ−1 pn+1
pn
(
1− pnpn+1
λ−pn+1pn+2
)
− p2n+1
λ−pn+1pn+2
0
p2n+1λ
λ−pn+1pn+2
p2n+1λ
λ−pn+1pn+2

 .
The function P (λ) together with P−1(λ) are analytic around λ =∞:
P (λ) =
∞∑
i≥0
P (i)λ−i, (6.17)
where
P (0) =


1
p2n+1
−pn+2
pn
0
0 pn+1
pn
0
0 p2n+1 p
2
n+1

 , P (1) =


−pn+1(pn+pn+2)
p2
n+1
pn+1pn+2 pn+1pn+2
1 −p2n+1 −p2n+1
0 p3n+1pn+2 p
3
n+1pn+2

 ,
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P (2) =

 0 p
2
n+1p
2
n+2 p
2
n+1p
2
n+2
0 −p3n+1pn+2 −p3n+1pn+2
0 p4n+1p
2
n+2 p
4
n+1p
2
n+2

 , P (3) =

 0 p
3
n+1p
3
n+2 p
3
n+1p
3
n+2
0 −p4n+1p2n+2 −p4n+1p2n+2
0 p5n+1p
3
n+2 p
5
n+1p
3
n+2

 etc.
The leading principal minors of P (λ)
det
1
P (λ =∞) = 1
p2n+1
, det
2
P (λ =∞) = 1
pnpn+1
,
det
3
P (λ =∞) = detP (λ =∞) = pn+1
pn
do not vanish if the variable pn satisfy the inequality pn 6= 0 for all n. According to
the Proposition 1 in [33] the first system in (6.10) can be diagonalized, i.e. there exist
formal series
T = T (0) + T (1)λ−1 + T (2)λ−2 + · · · , (6.18)
h = h(0) + h(1)λ−1 + h(2)λ−2 + · · · (6.19)
such that the formal change of the variables ψ = Tϕ converts the system (6.16) to the
system of the diagonal form
ϕn+1 = hZϕn. (6.20)
Thus we see that the formal change of variables y = Rϕ = β−1Tϕ, reduces the first
system in investigated Lax pair (6.10) to the form (6.20). By construction R = β−1T is
a formal series of the form
R = R(0) +R(1)λ−1 +R(2)λ−2 + · · · (6.21)
It follows from (6.19)–(6.21) that diagonalizable system (6.20) admits an asymptotic
representation of the solution to the direct scattering problem
yn(λ) = R(n, λ)e
∑n−1
s=n0
log h(s,λ)Zn (6.22)
with the “amplitude” A = R(n, λ) and “phase” φ = n logZ +
∑n−1
s=n0
log h(s, λ).
Turn back to the problem of diagonalization. By solving the following equation
Dn(T )h = P (λ)T¯ , T¯ = ZTZ
−1 (6.23)
we find the formal series T and h
T =

 1 0 00 1 0
0 pn−1pn 1

+

 0
p2n+1pn+2
pn
0
p2n 0 0
0 pnp
2
n−1(pn − pn−2) 0

λ−1
+

 0
p2n+1p
2
n+2(pn+1+pn+3)
pn
0
p3n(2pn−1 + pn+1) 0 pnpn+1
p4np
2
n−1 T
(2)
32 0

λ−2 + · · · ,
h =


1
p2n+1
0 0
0 pn+1
pn
0
0 0 p2n+1

+


−pn+1(pn+pn+2)
p2n+1
0 0
0
p2n+1(pn+2−pn)
pn
0
0 0 p3n+1(pn + pn+2)

λ−1
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+

 −pnpn+2 0 00 h(2)22 0
0 0 p4n+1(3pnpn+2 + p
2
n + p
2
n+2)

λ−2 + · · ·
where
T
(2)
32 = pnpn−1(p
2
n−2p
2
n−1 + p
2
n−2pn−1pn−3 + p
2
n−1p
2
n + 2p
2
n−1pnpn−2 − pn+2p2n+1pn),
h
(2)
22 = −
p2n+1(−p2n+2pn+3 − p2n+2pn+1 + p2npn−1 + pnpn+1pn+2)
pn
.
According to the general scheme the second system of the Lax pair (6.10) is diagonalized
by the same linear change of the variables y = Rϕ, where
R = β−1T =

 1 −
pn+1
pn
0
0 1 0
0 −pn−1pn p2n

 (6.24)
+

 0 −
p2n+1pn+2
pn
pnpn+1
−p2n pnpn+1 −p2n
pn−1p
3
n −pn−1p2npn+1 − p2n−1p2n − pn−2p2n−1pn p3n(pn+1 + pn−1)

λ−1 (6.25)
+

 R
(2)
11 R
(2)
12 R
(2)
13
R
(2)
21 R
(2)
22 R
(2)
23
R
(2)
31 R
(2)
32 R
(2)
33

λ−2 + · · · , (6.26)
R
(2)
11 = pnp
2
n+1pn+2,
R
(2)
12 = −
p2n+1pn+2(pn+2pn+3 + pn+1pn+2 + pnpn+1)
pn
,
R
(2)
13 = pnp
2
n+1(pn + pn+2),
R
(2)
21 = −p3n(2pn−1 + pn+1),
R
(2)
22 = pnp
2
n+1pn+2 + 3pn−1p
2
npn+1 + p
2
np
2
n+1,
R
(2)
23 = −3p3npn+1,
R
(2)
31 = 2p
2
n−1p
4
n + pn−1p
4
npn+1 + pn−2p
2
n−1p
3
n,
R
(2)
32 = −pn−1pn(3pn−1p2npn+1 + p2np2n+1 + pn−2pn−1pnpn+1 + p2n−2p2n−1
+pn−3p
2
n−2pn−1 + p
2
n−1p
2
n + 2pn−2p
2
n−1pn).
This change of the variables reduces the second system in (6.10) to the form dyn
dt
= Syn
with
S = −R−1Rt +R−1gR =

 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1

λ
+

 2pnpn+1 0 00 pn(pn−1 − pn+1) 0
0 0 −2pnpn+1

 +

 S
(2)
11 0 0
0 S
(2)
22 0
0 0 S
(2)
33

λ−1 + · · · ,
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where
S
(2)
11 = pnpn+1(pn+1pn+2 + pn−1pn),
S
(2)
22 = pnpn+1(pn−1pn − pn+1pn+2),
S
(2)
33 = −pnpn+1(pn+1pn+2 + pn−1pn).
According the paper [33] the equation
Dt ln h = (Dn − 1)S
generates the infinite series of conservation laws for the equations (5.27). We write down
in an explicit form three conservation laws from the infinite sequence obtained by the
diagonalization procedure
Dt
(
ln
1
pn+1
)
= (Dn − 1)pnpn+1,
Dt(−pn+1(pn + pn+2)) = (Dn − 1)pnpn+1(pn−1pn + pn+1pn+2),
Dt
(
−2pnp2n+1pn+2 −
1
2
p2np
2
n+1 −
1
2
p2n+1p
2
n+2
)
= (Dn − 1)p2np2n+1(2pn−1pn+2 + pn+1pn+2 + pn−1pn).
Being rewritten in terms of un these relations give the conservation laws for the equation
(6.9):
Dt ln(un+2 − un) = (Dn − 1) 1
(un+1 − un−1)(un+2 − un) ,
Dt
un−1 − un+3
(un+1 − un−1)(un+2 − un)(un+3 − un+1)
= (Dn − 1)
(
1
(un − un−2)(un+1 − un−1)2(un+2 − un)
+
1
(un+1 − un−1)(un+2 − un)2(un+3 − un+1)
)
,
Dt
(
− 2
(un+1 − un−1)(un+2 − un)2(un+3 − un+1)
− 1
2(un+1 − un−1)2(un+2 − un)2
− 1
2(un+2 − un)2(un+3 − un+1)2
)
= (Dn − 1)
(
2
(un − un−2)(un+1 − un−1)2(un+2 − un)2(un+3 − un+1)
+
1
(un+1 − un−1)2(un+2 − un)3(un+3 − un+1)
+
1
(un − un−2)(un+1 − un−1)3(un+2 − un)2
)
.
These conservation laws coincide with those found earlier (see, for instance, [18], [29]).
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Conclusions
There is a large set of classification methods allowing classes of integrable nonlinear
PDEs and their discrete analogues to be described. For studying the analytical
properties of these equations one needs the Lax pairs. Therefore the problem of creating
convenient algorithms for constructing the Lax pairs is relevant. In the present article
such a method is suggested. For the evolution type integrable equation the Lax pair
consists of the linearized equation and the equation of its invariant manifold. In the
case of the hyperbolic equations to obtain the Lax pair we use the Laplace cascade in
addition to the invariant manifold. The method is applied to equations (4.12), (5.19)
and (5.20) known to be integrable for which the Lax pairs have not been constructed
before.
An interesting observation is connected with the Laplace cascade of the sine-
Gordon equation. It is proved that in this case the cascade admits a finite-dimensional
reduction which generates the Lax pair to the sine-Gordon model. We conjecture that
the Laplace cascade corresponding to any hyperbolic type integrable equation admits a
finite-dimensional reduction.
We considered examples showing that our method leads to true Lax pairs having
useful applications. For the Lax pair of the Volterra type chain we found an asymptotic
eigenfunction which allowed an infinite set of conservation laws to be constructed. It
is also shown that these Lax pairs allow the recursion operators to be constructed
describing infinite hierarchies of the higher symmetries and invariant manifolds for the
given nonlinear equation.
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7. Appendix. How to look for the invariant manifolds for the linearization
of a nonlinear hyperbolic type equation
It is well known that the linear hyperbolic type equation vxy = p(x, y)vx + q(x, y)vy +
r(x, y)v might admit linear invariant manifolds (see [35]). Here we consider equation
(3.2) obtained by linearizing an essentially nonlinear equation (3.1). We request that
at least one of the coefficients a, b, c in (3.2) depends on at least one of the dynamical
variables u, u1, u¯1. We look for a linear invariant manifold of the form
(p(j)Djy+p(j−1)Dj−1y +...+p(1)Dy+p(0)+q(1)Dx+...+q(k)Dkx)v = 0.(7.1)
It is assumed that all the coefficients p(i) and q(m) can depend on x, y and on a finite
set of the dynamical variables u, u1, u¯1, u2, u¯2, .... More precisely we study a family
of equations (3.2), (7.1) depending on a functional parameter u(x, y) such that when
u = u(x, y) ranges a set of all solutions to the equation (3.1) then (7.1) ranges a set
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of invariant manifolds for the corresponding equation (3.2). In this case equation (7.1)
generates an overdetermined system of differential equations for defining the searched
coefficients p(i) and q(m).
As an illustrative example we consider equation (3.18) obtained by linearizing the
sine-Gordon equation. We search an invariant manifold for (3.18) in the following form
vyy + avy + bvx + cv = 0. (7.2)
Here a, b and c are functions depending on a finite number of the dynamical variables
u, u1, u¯1, u2, u¯2, .... Apply the operator Dx to (7.2) and rewrite the obtained result as
follows
vxx =
1
b
(sin(u)uyv − cos(u)(vy + av)−Dx(a)vy −Dx(b)vx −Dx(c)v − cvx) . (7.3)
Now apply the operator Dy to this equation and simplify the result by means of
the equation (3.18). We arrive at the equation
vyy + a˜vy + b˜vx + c˜v = 0,
which should coincide according to the definition above with equation (7.2), i.e.
a˜ = a, b˜ = b, c˜ = c.
These conditions give rise to the following equalities
DyDx(a)b−Dy(b) cos(u)− 2 sin(u)uyb+Dx(c)b−Dx(a)(ab+Dy(b)) = 0, (7.4)
DyDx(b)b−Dy(b)Dx(b) +Dy(c)b−Dy(b)c− b2Dx(a) = 0, (7.5)
DyDx(c)b−Dy(b)Dx(c)− cbDx(a) + cos(u)
(−u2yb+Dy(a)b+Dx(b)b−Dy(b)a)
+ sin(u)
(−uyyb− b2ux − auyb+Dy(b)uy) = 0. (7.6)
Assume that a = a(u, ux, uy), b = b(u, ux, uy) and c = c(u, ux, uy) and substitute
these functions into (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6). Eliminating the mixed derivatives of u due
to equation (3.17) we obtain three equations of the following form
αi(u, ux, uy)uxxuyy + βi(u, ux, uy)uxx + γi(u, ux, uy)uyy + δi(u, ux, uy) = 0,
i = 1, 2, 3. Since the functions αi, βi, γi and δi, i = 1, 2, 3 depend only on u, ux and uy,
we should have the coefficients at uxxuyy, uxx, uyy and remaining terms equal to zero,
i.e.
αi(u, ux, uy) = 0, βi(u, ux, uy) = 0, γi(u, ux, uy) = 0, δi(u, ux, uy) = 0 (7.7)
for all u, ux and uy, i = 1, 2, 3. Here
α1 = bauxuy − buyaux , (7.8)
α2 = bbuxuy − buybux , (7.9)
α3 = bcuxuy − cuxbuy , (7.10)
β1 = bcux − abaux − buuyaux − bux sin(u)aux
+ bauxux sin(u) + bauuxuy, (7.11)
β2 = bbuuxuy + bbuxux sin(u)− buuybux − b2aux − b2ux sin(u), (7.12)
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β3 = bcuxux sin(u) + bcuuxuy + bbux cos(u)− cbaux
− bux sin(u)cux − buuycux , (7.13)
γ1 = − cos(u)buy + b sin(u)auyuy + buxauuy − buyauux − buyauy sin(u),
γ2 = buxbuuy − buybuux + b sin(u)buyuy − b2uy sin(u) + bcuy − cbuy ,
γ3 = − buycuux − b sin(u)− buycuy sin(u) + bauy cos(u) + sin(u)uybuy
+ buxcuuy − a cos(u)buy + b sin(u)cuyuy ,
δ1 = (buxauy − bauxuy) cos2(u)− bux cos(u) sin(u)
+ (bauyuy + bauxux − buuy) cos(u)
+ (bau − 2uyb+ bauuyuy − buuyauy) sin(u)
+ (−abauy − buxauux + buxauux + bcuy) sin(u)
+ buxauuuy − buuyauux − abauux + bauxuy − buxauy + bcuux,
δ2 = (buxbuy − bbuxuy) cos2(u) + b(buxux + buyuy) cos(u)
+ (−buuybuy − buxbuux + buxbuux) sin(u)
+ (bbuuyuy − b2auy − cbux + bbu + bcux) sin(u)
+ bbuxuy + bcuuy − b2uuyux − cbuuy − b2auux + buxbuuuy − buxbuy ,
δ3 = (buxcuy − bcuxuy − uybux) cos2(u) + (baux − abux + bbuy) cos(u) sin(u)
+ (bbuux − abuuy + bauuy + bcuxux + bcuyuy − u2yb) cos(u)
+ (buxcuux − auyb+ bcuuyuy − buxcuux) sin(u)
+ (−cbauy − buuycuy − b2ux + bcu + u2ybu) sin(u)
+ buxcuuuy − buuycuux − cbauux + uybux − buxcuy + bcuxuy .
Hence the problem of searching the equation (7.2) is reduced to the system of equations
(7.7).
We now look for the functions a, b and c depending linearly on the variable uy:
a = a1(u, ux)uy + a2(u, ux), (7.14a)
b = b1(u, ux)uy + b2(u, ux), (7.14b)
c = c1(u, ux)uy + c2(u, ux). (7.14c)
Then equation α2 = 0 (see (7.9)) takes the form b2(b1)ux − b1(b2)ux = 0. This equation
is satisfied only if at least one of the following conditions holds
b1 = 0, b2 = 0,
(b1)ux
b1
=
(b2)ux
b2
.
Let us consider the case b2 = 0. Then function b defined by the formula (7.14b) takes
the form
b = b1(u, ux)uy. (7.15)
Furthermore equations α1 = 0 and α3 = 0 become
uyauxux − aux = 0, uycuxux − cux = 0.
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These equations hold if at least one of the following four conditions is satisfied:
1)aux = 0, cux = 0;
2)aux = 0, cux 6= 0,
cuxux
cux
=
1
uy
;
3)cux = 0, aux 6= 0,
auxux
aux
=
1
uy
;
4)auxcux 6= 0,
auxux
aux
=
cuxux
cux
.
It can be proved that cases 2)-4) lead to contradiction. Concentrate on the case 1)
which implies
a = a1(u)uy + a2(u), c = c1(u)uy + c2(u). (7.16)
By substituting the functions (7.15), (7.16) into equalities βi = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 (see
(7.11),(7.12) and (7.13)) one can verify that equation β1 = 0 is satisfied. The equations
β2 = 0 and β3 = 0 lead to
b1(b1)uux − (b1)u(b1)ux = 0 and (cosu)u2yb1(b1)ux = 0
correspondingly. Thus b1(u, ux) = F1(u) for some function F1(u). The equality γ1 = 0
becomes
F1(u)(cosu+ uxa
′
2(u) + a1(u) sinu) = 0.
Clearly, the functions a1 and a2 are defined by the formulas
a1(u) = −cotu, a2(u) = C1,
where C1 is an arbitrary constant. According to that we rewrite the equality γ3 = 0 as
F1(u)(uxc
′
2(u) + c1(u) sin u+ cos uC1) = 0.
Since u and ux are regarded as independent variables the last equation leads to
c1(u) = −C1cotu, c2(u) ≡ C2,
where C2 is an arbitrary constant. Let us turn to the equation δ1 = 0 which gives:
u3yux(F1(u) cosu+ F
′
1(u) sinu) = 0.
Integration of the equation leads to
F1 =
C3
sin u
.
Now the equation δ2 = 0 takes the form
C3u
2
y(C1uy sin u+ (C3 + C2) cosu) = 0
We get C2 + C3 = 0, C1 = 0. It is easy to check that equalities δ3 = 0 and γ2 = 0 are
identically satisfied. Thus we have
a = −uycotu, b = λ uy
sin u
, c = −λ.
Therefore the invariant manifold (7.2) is of the form
vyy − uy cot u vy + λ uy
sin u
vx − λv = 0
and coincides with (4.6) while (7.3) gives (4.7).
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